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I Funny
What Harry Potter did for magic, Max Einstein does for kids' imaginations! Max leads
a group of kid geniuses in this #1 New York Times bestseller officially approved by
the Albert Einstein archives. Max Einstein is not your typical genius. She . . . Hacks
the computer system at NYU to attend classes Builds inventions to help the homeless
And talks to Albert Einstein! (Okay, that's just in her imagination) But everything
changes when Max is recruited by a mysterious organization! Their mission: solve
some of the world's toughest problems using science. She's helped by a diverse
group of young geniuses from around the globe as they invent new ways to power
the farthest reaches of the planet. But that's only if the sinister outfit known only as
The Corporation doesn't get to her first . . . Max Einstein is a heroine for the modern
age and will be looked up to by readers for generations to come. "[A] fast-paced,
science-filled caper." -- The Wall Street Journal

Alexander Pope
In this highly-illustrated series from James Patterson, an extraordinary robot signs
up for an ordinary fifth grade class . . . and elementary school will never be the
same! It was never easy for Sammy Hayes-Rodriguez to fit in, so he's dreading the
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her newest
to school:
a walking,
talking robot he calls E-for "Error". Sammy's no stranger to robots; his house is full
of a colorful cast of them. But this one not only thinks it's Sammy's brother . . . it's
actually even nerdier than Sammy. Will E be Sammy's one-way ticket to Loserville?
Or will he prove to the world that it's cool to be square? It's a roller-coaster ride for
Sammy to discover the amazing secret E holds that could change family forever . . . if
all goes well on the trial run!

Lola Benko, Treasure Hunter
The Kidds - treasure hunting family extraordinare - are heading to China, on a
journey that will lead them beyond the Great Wall and into the underbelly of Berlin.
Bick and Beck Kidd are desperately trying to secure the ancient Chinese artefact that
will buy their mother's freedom from renegade pirates. But when the kidnappers
force them to locate an even greater treasure - priceless paintings stolen by Nazis,
the Kidds must rely on their own cunning and experience to outwit the criminals, all
while their mom's life is on the line.

Treasure Hunters - FREE PREVIEW EDITION (The First 10 Chapters)
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Middle School, the Worst Years
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with action, humor, and heart! The Kidd siblings have grown up diving down to
shipwrecks and traveling the world, helping their famous parents recover everything
from swords to gold doubloons from the bottom of the ocean. But after their parents
disappear n the job, the kids are suddenly thrust into the biggest treasure hunt of
their lives. They'll have to work together to defeat dangerous pirates and dodge the
hot pursuit of an evil treasure hunting rival, all while following cryptic clues to
unravel the mystery of what really happened to their parents--and find out if they're
still alive.

I Funny TV
A very special mouse escapes from a lab to find his missing family in this charming
story of survival, determination, and the power of friendship. What makes Isaiah so
unique? First, his fur is as blue as the sky -- which until recently was something he'd
never seen, but had read all about. That's right: Isaiah can read and write. He can
also talk to humans . . . if any of them are willing to listen! After a dramatic escape
from a mysterious laboratory, Isaiah is separated from his "mischief" (which is the
word for a mouse family) and has to survive in the dangerous outdoors, and hopefully
find his missing family. But in a world of cruel cats, hungry owls, and terrified people,
it's hard for a young, lone mouse to make it alone. When he meets an equally unusual
and lonely human girl named Hailey, the two soon learn that true friendship can
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The Island of Dr. Libris
Rafe Khatchadorian is getting the Hollywood treatment in a film version of Middle
School: The Worst Years of My Life starring Griffin Gluck, Lauren Graham, Rob
Riggle and Thomas Barbusca. Rafe Khatchadorian is ready for a fun summer at camp
e" until he finds out it e(tm)s a summer school camp! Luckily, Rafe easily makes
friends with his troublemaking cabin mates and bunkmate, a boy nicknamed Booger
Eater, who puts up with endless teasing from the other kids. Rafe soon realises
there e(tm)s more to a person than a nickname, though, and Booger Eater might be
the kind of friend you want on your side when the boys from the Cool Cabin attack.
This fourth book in the massively popular Middle School series is an unforgettable
summer of hi-jinks, new friends, and surprises, all told with the hilarity and honesty
readers have come to expect from blockbuster author James Patterson.

Middle School: Save Rafe!
This completely revised and greatly expanded edition of Doing Qualitative Research
spans the spectrum of primary care research, illustrating when methods are
appropriate and how to use them. New to this edition are additional collection
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participatory strategies, and suggestions for evaluating quality and enhancing
reflexivity incorporated throughout the text. Each chapter is written by a gifted
researcher who: defines their topic and the context of their research, defines key
themes and processes, provides examples, explores theory, and shares their
excitement of discovery. The book is richly illustrated throughout with detailed
examples.

Treasure Hunters
Evil has a new game. Someone is luring men from the streets to play a mysterious,
high stakes game in the English countryside. Former Special Forces officer David
Shelley will go undercover to shut it down--but this might be a game he can't win.
BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can
devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James
Patterson

Secret of the Forbidden City
The Kidds – treasure hunting family extraordinare – are heading to China, on a
journey that will lead them beyond the Great Wall and into the underbelly of Berlin.
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trying
to secure
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Chinese
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will buy their mother's freedom from renegade pirates. But when the kidnappers
force them to locate an even greater treasure – priceless paintings stolen by Nazis,
the Kidds must rely on their own cunning and experience to outwit the criminals, all
while their mom's life is on the line.

The Land Belongs to Us
“Ranks with Vonnegut’s best and goes one step beyond . . . joyous, soaring
fiction.”—The Atlanta Journal and Constitution Broad humor and bitter irony collide in
this fictional autobiography of Rabo Karabekian, who, at age seventy-one, wants to be
left alone on his Long Island estate with the secret he has locked inside his potato
barn. But then a voluptuous young widow badgers Rabo into telling his life story—and
Vonnegut in turn tells us the plain, heart-hammering truth about man’s careless fancy
to create or destroy what he loves. Praise for Bluebeard “Vonnegut is at his edifying
best.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer “The quicksilver mind of Vonnegut is at it again. . . .
He displays all his talents—satire, irony, ridicule, slapstick, and even a shaggy dog
story of epic proportions.”—The Cincinnati Post “[Kurt Vonnegut is] a voice you can
trust to keep poking holes in the social fabric.”—San Francisco Chronicle “It has the
qualities of classic Bosch and Slaughterhouse Vonnegut. . . . Bluebeard is
uncommonly feisty.”—USA Today “Is Bluebeard good? Yes! . . . This is vintage
Vonnegut—good wine from his best grapes.”—The Detroit News “A joyride . . .
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contradictions he discerns so keenly. So hop in his rumble seat. As you whiz along,
what you observe may provide some new perspectives.”—Kansas City Star

Treasure Hunters: All-American Adventure
This digital sampler contains excerpts from four books for kids by bestselling author
James Patterson, including Middle School: The Worst Years of My Life, I Funny,
Treasure Hunters, and a brand new story coming in November, House of Robots!

Treasure Hunters: Danger Down the Nile
A fictional story of Zac and Ana, a half-fairy, who live near the Great Forest, but who
is kidnapped by the evil Rufus who knows she can communicate with the fairies who
have stolen his jewels, with clues to real jewels hidden around the U.S.

Middle School, The Worst Years of My Life
New from the author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library and coauthor of the I
Funny series with James Patterson! Celebrate the power of imagination with this
action-packed New York Times bestseller that shows that sometimes the real story
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spending the summer in a lakeside cabin that belongs to the mysterious Dr. Libris.
But something strange is going on. Besides the security cameras everywhere,
there’s Dr. Libris’s private bookcase. Whenever Billy opens the books inside, he can
hear sounds coming from the island in the middle of the lake. The clash of swords.
The twang of arrows. Sometimes he can even feel the ground shaking. It’s almost as
if the stories he’s reading are coming to life! But that’s impossible . . . isn’t it? “A
wonderful tale. . . . This book is like no other I’ve read. It’s a complete original.”
—James Patterson "Kids will enjoy the cartoonish mayhem, especially given
Grabenstein's breezy narrative voice and jaunty wit.as in 'Lemoncello', there is a
winning generosity and sweetness to the story's telling."--The New York Times
"Chris Grabenstein gleefully plunders great works of literature for his cast of
secondary characters . . . a madcap mash-up that 8-to-12 year olds will want to
devour in big gulps."—The Wall Street Journal "Effortlessly readable and a whole lot
of fun." — Booklist Reviews From the Hardcover edition.

Treasure Hunters: Secret of the Forbidden City
In James Patterson's heartwarming #1 New York Times bestseller, middle schooler
Jamie Grimm faces bullying and self-doubt as he chases his dream to become the
world's greatest comedian. Jamie Grimm is a middle schooler on a mission: he wants
to become the world's greatest standup comedian--even if he doesn't have a lot to
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their evil son Stevie, a bully who doesn't let Jamie's wheelchair stop him from
messing with Jamie as much as possible. But Jamie doesn't let his situation get him
down. When his Uncle Frankie mentions a contest called The Planet's Funniest Kid
Comic, Jamie knows he has to enter. But are the judges only rewarding him out of
pity because of his wheelchair, like Stevie suggests? Will Jamie ever share the secret
of his troubled past instead of hiding behind his comedy act? Following the bestselling
success of the hilarious Middle School, The Worst Years of My Life, James Patterson
continues to dish out the funnies in another highly-illustrated, heartfelt middle school
story. (Includes more than 175 black-and-white illustrations.)

Doing Qualitative Research
In James Patterson's follow-up to I Funny, middle schooler Jamie Grimm is ready for
the national comedy semi-finals. . . but when his family and friends need his help, will
he have to put his dreams on hold? In this follow up to the #1 New York Times
bestseller I Funny, middle schooler Jamie Grimm has big dreams of being the best
stand-up comic in the world-and he won't let the fact that he's wheelchair-bound
stand in his way. After winning the New York state finals in the Planet's Funniest Kid
Comic Contest, Jamie's off to Boston to compete in the national semi-finals. But when
one of his best buddies runs into trouble at school and a sudden family health scare
rears its head, Jamie has to put his comedic ambitions on hold and stand by the
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Middle School: Born to Rock
TOUCHDOWN! James Patterson will have kids busting out laughing as they follow
lovable bad-boy Rafe's struggles to score big on the field-and in the social scene! In
this seventh Middle School episode, Rafe heads back to the place his misadventures
began: the dreaded Hills Village Middle School, where he's now being forced to take
"special" classes. He also finds himself joining the school's football team-alongside
his main tormenter, Miller the Killer! But Rafe has grand plans for a better year:
First, he decides to start a super-secret art project that's sure to rock the school.
Then, if Rafe manages to make a play to save his team, he might have to deal with
something completely new: popularity!

Middle School: Master of Disaster
In the next book in James Patterson's bestselling Middle School series, Rafe
Khatchadorian's hilarious little sister, Georgia, is back for another rollicking
adventure! It's not easy being Rafe Khatchadorian's sister. He's got quite a reputation
around school, and Georgia's got it hard enough as is! With a super secret crush on
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constant confrontations with vicious Missy Trillin and her evil Princess Patrol to look
forward to, Georgia can't help but throw all her energy into the one thing that makes
her happy: her kick-butt, all-girl rock band, We Stink! When Georgia's favorite rock
band, Lulu and the Handbags, advertise a major music competition where the winner
gets to jam with Lulu herself, Georgia will pull all the stops to make sure We Stink
wins--even if it means asking her annoying older brother, Rafe, for help! Will his
crazy ideas work, or land her in serious trouble?

Word of Mouse
Now a Nickelodeon Original Movie! Over 100 Weeks on the New York Times
Bestseller List! 44 State Award Lists! Discover what James Patterson calls “the
coolest library in all the world” in this fun-filled, action-packed bestseller from the
much-loved co-author of I Funny and Treasure Hunters! “A worthy successor
to.⋯Willy Wonka.” —Booklist, Starred Review When Kyle learns that the world's most
famous game maker, Luigi Lemoncello, has designed the town's new library and is
having an invitation-only lock-in on opening night, he's determined to be there! But
the tricky part isn't getting into the library—it's getting out. Because when morning
comes, the doors stay locked. Kyle and the other kids must solve every clue and
figure out every secret puzzle to find the hidden escape route! Don't miss bonus
content in the back of the book—extra puzzles, an author Q&A, and more! And look for
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Great Library Race! “Full of puzzles to think about, puns to groan at ⋯this solid,
tightly plotted read is a winner for readers and game-players alike.” —Kirkus
Reviews, Starred Review

Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library
Four kids on a quest to find the legendary Mines of King Solomon and their parents.
Bick, Beck, Storm and Tommy are navigating their way down the Nile, from hot and
dusty Cairo to deep dark jungles, past some seriously bad guys along the way.
They’ll need all their survival instincts just to make it out alive

Treasure Hunters in Trouble
A hilarious class clown tells jokes to escape her worries in James Patterson's #1
New York Times bestselling middle grade novel. With her irresistible urge to tell a
joke in every situation -- even when she really, really shouldn't -- twelve-year-old
Jacky Ha-Ha loves to make people laugh. And cracking wise helps distract her from
thinking about not-so-funny things in her life, like her mom serving in a dangerous,
faraway war, and a dad who's hardly ever home. But no matter how much fun Jacky
has, she can't seem to escape her worries. So one starlit night, she makes a promise
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Bluebeard
Bestselling author James Patterson's most beloved middle grade protagonist, Rafe
Khatchadorian, is getting the Hollywood treatment! A film version of Middle School:
The Worst Years of My Life starring Griffin Gluck, Lauren Graham, Rob Riggle, and
Thomas Barbusca smashes into theaters in October 2016. In his acclaimed and
number-one bestselling middle-grade comic debut, Children's Choice Award Author of
the Year James Patterson has never been more hilarious--or heartwarming. Rafe
Khatchadorian has enough problems at home without throwing his first year of middle
school into the mix. Luckily, he's got an ace plan for the best year ever, if only he
can pull it off: With his best friend Leonardo the Silent awarding him points, Rafe
tries to break every rule in his school's oppressive Code of Conduct. Chewing gum in
class--5,000 points! Running in the hallway--10,000 points! Pulling the fire
alarm--50,000 points! But when Rafe's game starts to catch up with him, he'll have to
decide if winning is all that matters, or if he's finally ready to face the rules, bullies,
and truths he's been avoiding. James Patterson's debut middle-grade novel addresses
some of middle schoolers' biggest issues: bullies, first crushes, and finding out what
makes each of us special, all with a hilarious main character and fantastic in-text
illustrations that are sure to have young readers begging for more!
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The Hummingbird's Daughter
Hunted
From #1 New York Times bestselling author James Patterson comes a brilliantly
original adventure series, jam-packed with action, humor, and heart! The Kidd
siblings have grown up diving down to shipwrecks and traveling the world, helping
their famous parents recover everything from swords to gold doubloons from the
bottom of the ocean. But after their parents disappear on the job, the kids are
suddenly thrust into the biggest treasure hunt of their lives. They'll have to work
together to defeat dangerous pirates and dodge the hot pursuit of an evil treasure
hunting rival, all while following cryptic clues to unravel the mystery of what really
happened to their parents-and find out if they're still alive.

House of Robots
Finally reaching the city of Atheia, Gran'ma Ben and Thorn join forces with old
friends in order to stop The Lord of Locusts' evil mission in its tracks, in the eighth
installment to this exciting series. Simultaneous.
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I Even Funnier
Spanish Dramatists of the Golden Age
Cross a vast desert full of deadly creatures, find long-lost treasure, and save their
parents? All in a day's work for the Kidds! The Kidd family is on the hunt for
Lasseter’s Gold, one of the legendary lost treasures of Australia. But when their ship
is waylaid by pirate Charlotte Badger, the Kidds’ parents are framed for stealing a
set of priceless gems! Bick, Beck, Storm and Tommy have seven days to navigate
the dangerous Australian Outback, find Charlotte Badger, and steal back the evidence
they need to prove their parents are innocent. If they fail, Mom and Dad will be
thrown in prison . . . forever!

Sail
Discover an epic historical novel of a young saint escaping death from Pulitzer Prize
finalist Luis Alberto Urrea, author of The House of Broken Angels. This historical
novel is based on Urrea's real great-aunt Teresita, who had healing powers and was
acclaimed as a saint. Urrea has researched historical accounts and family records for
years to get an accurate story.
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Power Plants
This book covers the decades spanning two fundamental refashionings of the
relations of power in South Africa: the upheavals of the difaqane in the 1820s, and
the aggressive British imperialism of the 1870s.

How I Survived Bullies, Broccoli, and Snake Hill
The 16th and 17th centuries were the most fruitful periods for Spanish literature.
The Golden Age of Spanish drama extends from the close of the 15th century to the
death of Calderon in 1681. During that time, Spanish playwrights looked to Italy for
inspiration, but from the beginning they sought to avoid slavish imitation of classical
and Italian drama. Instead, these playwrights attempted to give Spanish drama its
own identity. This reference includes alphabetically arranged essays for 19 of the
most important Spanish dramatists of the Golden Age. Each essay provides extensive
biographical information, a critical discussion of the playwright's dramatic production,
a critical analysis of one major play, and a bibliography of primary and secondary
sources. The volume closes with a selected general bibliography on the most
important drama of this period.

A Treasure's Trove
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astonishing eighth book in the New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling Keeper
of the Lost Cities series. Sophie Foster wants answers. But after a lifetime of lies,
sometimes the truth is the most dangerous discovery. Even the smallest secret
comes with terrifying new responsibilities. And Sophie’s not the only one with blank
spots in her past, or mysteries surrounding her family. She and her friends are part
of something much bigger than they imagined—and their roles have already been
chosen for them. Every clue drags them deeper into the conspiracy. Every memory
forces them to question everything—especially one another. And the harder they fight,
the more the lines blur between friend and enemy.

Legacy
In this blockbuster installment of the bestselling Middle School series, Rafe and the
other favorite characters from James Patterson's books for kids join forces for the
first time in a hilarious adventure! Rafe and Jimmy, two misunderstood
"troublemakers", are finally up to something good. They're in charge of a huge
celebration of books and reading -- but when a small issue snowballs into a big
problem that threatens to derail the whole event, they need to work fast to keep
things on track! And the best part? Rafe and Jimmy are joined by the funniest
storytellers they know, including Jamie Grimm from I Funny, Jacky Ha-Ha, the Kidd
family of Treasure Hunters, and super-genius Max Einstein -- everyone's favorite
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Treasure Hunters: The Plunder Down Under
Rafe Khatchadorian is getting the Hollywood treatment in a film version of Middle
School: The Worst Years of My Life starring Griffin Gluck, Lauren Graham, Rob
Riggle and Thomas Barbusca. Readers get a chance to participate in James
Patterson's wildly successful Middle School series in this interactive book featuring
more than 80 hilarious anecdotes from dueling siblings Rafe and Georgia
Khatchadorian e" plus dozens of fun-filled activities! The Khatchadorian kids are an
opinionated duo, and as readers of the Middle School stories know, they don't exactly
see eye to eye. But when wild-card Rafe and mostly-straight-laced Georgia go at it,
the only thing more fun than their ranting is getting to join in! Their back-and-forth
banter on a range of topics e" from bullying to cafeteria food to school dress codes
e" introduces more than 40 writing and drawing prompts and other games, along
with room for readers to share their own points of view. (Includes over 200
illustrations.)

James Patterson's Bestselling Kids' Series -- Chapter Sampler
The U.S.A. is in danger Only the Kidds can find the treasure that will save it! Bick,
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antiques to hunt--BORING! But everything changes when the Kidds uncover a
dastardly conspiracy: a fake Bill of Rights! Now they're crisscrossing the country in a
race to prove the document is a forgery. But the key to exposing the conspiracy may
have been under their noses the whole time. And if they don't find it soon, the U.S.A.
as we know it could be gone forever

Max Einstein: The Genius Experiment
Indiana Jones meets The Lost Property Office in this action-packed mystery about a
young girl searching for her father from the author of Mrs. Smith’s Spy School for
Girls—the first in a new series! Having a world-traversing archaeologist dad means
twelve-year-old Lola Benko is used to moving around and not putting down roots
anywhere. But every day and every hunt for something hidden is an adventure, and
no matter what, she and her dad are an unbeatable team. Then her father disappears.
The official story is that he was caught in a flash flood, but Lola’s research shows
the day in question was perfectly pleasant. And it will take more than empty
reassurances from suspect strangers for Lola to give up on her dad. She has a feeling
his disappearance has to do with a mythical stone he was studying—a stone so
powerful, it could control the world. But in the wrong hands, it could end it, too With
the help of some new friends at her school, it’s up to Lola to go on the most
important hunt of her life.
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Ultimate Showdown
Jamie Grimm has hit the big time in book four of the #1 bestselling I Funny series!
Jamie Grimm has finally accomplished his dream of proving himself the Planet's
Funniest Kid Comic, and the sky's the limit from there. Enter a couple of TV
executives with a huge plan for Jamie: a new show about Jamie and his oddball
friends! But when Jamie struggles to learn the acting ropes, will it be an early curtain
call for the biggest show of the decade?

The Greatest Treasure Hunt in History: The Story of the Monuments
Men (Scholastic Focus)
Robert M. Edsel brings the story of his #1 NYT bestseller for adults The Monuments
Men to young readers for the first time in this dynamic, narrative nonfiction project
packed with photos.

Jacky Ha-Ha
Since the death of her husband, Anne Dunne and her three children have struggled in
every way. In a last ditch effort to save the family, Anne plans an elaborate sailing
vacation to bring everyone together once again. But only an hour out of port,
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herself. The teenage son, Mark, is high on drugs and ten-year-old Ernie is nearly
catatonic. This is the worst vacation ever. Anne manages to pull things together bit
by bit, but just as they begin feeling like a family again, something catastrophic
happens. Survival may be the least of their concerns. Written with the blistering pace
and shocking twists that only James Patterson can master, SAIL takes "Lost" and
"Survivor" to a new level of terror.

The Story of the Treasure Seekers
In this fourth installment of the Minecraft Gamer’s Adventure series, Steve receives
a distress call from his friends Max, Lucy, and Henry. They have found an abundance
of treasure in a temple, but they can’t get out! He immediately sets off for the desert
to help his friends. Once Steve gets to them, they will all be rewarded with a supply
of emeralds, gold ingots, and many other rare treasures. But saving his friends and
helping them extract the treasure isn’t as easy as he thinks it will be. He enlists the
aid of a neighbor to help him on his quest. With his friend Kyra in tow, the two brave
a trip through the nether, get stuck at sea, face hostile chicken jockeys, and become
trapped in a cave filled with spiders. They have to find their way to their treasure
hunter friends while battling hostile mobs in this tale about trickery and treasuring
friendship. Will Steve be able to brave the nether and rescue his friends? And will
anyone get to go home with chests full of treasure? Find out in this thrilling fourth
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SkyWorld
Pony Press,
with our
Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of
books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for
middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for
children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach
lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Middle School: Just My Rotten Luck
Power Plants: Effects on Fish and Shellfish Behavior reviews the effects of power
plant construction, operation, and maintenance on the behavior of fish and important
shellfish populations such as blue crabs, crayfish, lobsters, penaeid shrimp, and
bivalve molluscs. The emphasis is on the link between power plant design and fish
aggregation phenomena. The effects of biocides and temperature on fish behavior are
also examined. This book is comprised of 13 chapters and begins with a discussion
on the economic relevance of power plants and their environmental impact on fish
and shellfish populations. The potential of power generating facilities to act as a
physical stimulus for fish aggregation is then considered. The effect of parameters
associated with power plants, such as temperature and biocides, on fish behavior is
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This monograph is oriented to those involved in assessment of power plants on
aquatic communities, including consultants, state and federal regulators, and electrical
utility personnel, as well as researchers in physiology, ecology, and ethology.

Treasure Hunters
Join Rafe as he survives white-water rafting, camp counselors, and rock climbing in
this hilarious New York Times bestseller from the Middle School series. After a
rough summer, Rafe is heading back to the dreaded Hills Village Middle School, the
site of the very worst years of his life. And as if that's not bad enough, he's learned
that he's going to be held back a year unless he can prove himself on an outdoor
survival excursion-complete with dangerous white-water rafting, dizzying rock
climbing, and fanatical counselors. Rafe and the rest of the pack of "delinquent"
trainees are forced to cooperate as they prepare for the final test: a solo excursion in
the deep woods. Can Rafe come out of the experience in one piece? And if he does,
will he go home as the same insecure kid? Both heartwarming and hilarious, Save
Rafe! is a story of perseverance and courage as only James Patterson could tell it.
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